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IPA EGGE 

CONTACT 

Anton Wiemers  +49 15111666091 
Kalle Gehlhaus +49 15201949594 

Monday, 3. October 2011 

Arrival till 5 pm 

Join dinner 

Evening for coming into con-
tact in the rooms of 
Pension Hanebeck 

Wednesday, 5. October 
2011 

Visit at the Hammerhof at the 
Forest Information Centre 
and the Preserve for Bisons. 
 
Participation at the parade of 
the Warburger Oktoberwoche 
as an international policegroup 

Visit at the fairground, and 
joint evening in the party tent 

Tuesday, 4. October 2011 

Visit in the County Town Hall 
Höxter, and reception at the 
District Administrator Fried-
helm Spieker 

Visit at the police station Höx-
ter with performances 

Visit at the mansion Corvey 

Shoppingtour in the Inner City 
of Höxter 

„Holzschuhtanz“ in the 
Schänkenküche 

Thursday, 6. October 2011 

 

 

 

 

Visit of the City of 
Warburg 

Citytour, and reception by the mayor Michael Sti-
ckeln in the „Museum im Stern“ 

Police Museum - Desenberg - Diemeltal 

Farewell Party in the party tent. 

Friday, 7. October 2011 

Departure of the guests 

alternative:   
Participation in an indoor tournament with an inter-
national Police football team. 

30 years ago the IPA 

Group EGGE organized 

the first International 

IPA-Friendship-Meeting 

in autumn 1981. 

CULTURE, POLICE, NIGHT ACTIVITIES 

These are the topics of the programme organi-

zed for you. We´re looking forward to spending 

time together, getting to know each other, many 

sociable and long lasting friendships. 

SERVICE AND COSTS: 

• 4 nights in double rooms, 
breakfast 

• Food and drinks on the first evening 

• Transfer to the events on the pro-
gramme 

 Charge 140 €  

Applications can be send August 1st 2011 



City of Warburg 

The skyline of Warburg from the 
south is one of the most beautiful 
views in Westphalia. The Old 
Town Centre with its protecting 
castle on the „Wartberg“ -first 
mentioned in documents in 1010– 
grew up by the riverside of the Die-
mel. 
 

The New Town Centre developed above on a mon-
tain ridge. Both cities –being independent at first– 
were under the protection of the Bishop of Pader-
born for a long time. Main parts of the strong city 
wall, five towers of defence and two town gates can 
still be seen and define the historical character of 
Warburg. 

The city got its economic high time by joining the 
Hanseatic League in 1364. In the year 1436 the 
„Groten Breff“ granted a common „one-council“ 
city administration. 

The museum „Im Stern“ provides a historical sur-
vey about the development of the city. 

A lot of nicely decorated and restored halftimbered 
houses are witness of the former wealth of the city. 
But there are modern aspects of the city, too, like 
the traffic calm shopping centre, lovely boutiques 
and attractive retail outlets. These facilities together 
with a wide range of cultural and leisure activities 
are important for people from near and far. 

Enjoy the first impression of our lovely and worth 
living city. 

 Michael Stickeln 
(Mayor)    _ 
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IPA EGGE Prozessionsweg 3 

34414 Warburg 

Friendship 
Meeting 

Telefon: +49 5641 78800  ·  Fax: +49 5641 78801699 

Mobil: +49 15201949594  ·  E-Mail: khg@ipa-egge.de 

District Höxter 

sponsoring: 

Sparkasse Brakel 

IPA EGGE 

The District Höxter is located in the 
heart of Germany, in one of the most 
beautiful hilly landscapes. It´s sur-
rounded by the Weserbergland in the 
east, the Warburger Börde in the 
south, the Eggegebirge in the west 
and the Lipper Bergland in the north. 

The picturesque hilly countryside with woods and 
fields in magnificent colours, ist delightful river mea-
dow lands, ist worth seing abbeys an d castles is a 
great experience. Living here is like feelig holidays. 
Making holidays here is like feeling at home. 

Through the central location in the border triangle is 
the cultivated area a popular target for aktivurlauber 
and people looking for rest and relaxation. Located in 
the eastern part of North Rhine-Westphalia the 
District Höxter borders on the neighbouring laender 
of lower Saxony in the east and Hessen in the south. 
About 150.000 inhabitants live here. 

The economic vitality of the district is traditionally 
based on agriculture and forestry. These are success-
fully run by family-owned companies. 

With a total area of 1200 square kilometers the district 
Höxter is one of the most widespread districts in 
North Rhine-Westphalia. Almost 60 percent of the 
cultivated land is used for agriculture, and 30 percent 
are forests. Because of its biological diversity and na-
tural beauty some areas are unique and worth a visit. 

 

Friedhelm Spieker 

(District Administrator) 

 


